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Abstract
In asymmetric fingerprinting, the merchant can trace the traitors from a pirated copy by means of the embedded unique fingerprint,
while the customer is immune of being framed due to the asymmetric property. In this letter, we propose an asymmetric fingerprinting
scheme based on 1-out-of-n oblivious transfer, which is efficient from the bandwidth usage point of view. First, multicast that is an
efficient transport technology for one-to-many communication is exploited, which can reduce the bandwidth usage significantly.
Second, symmetric encryption instead of public-key encryption is performed on the multimedia content, which can reduce the
complexity and communication cost.
Keywords: asymmetric fingerprinting, oblivious transfer, multicast communication

region dissimilarity to measure the local edge structure
information, therefore it is expected to generate images
with continuous thin edge and good location.

1 Introduction
Image edge detection is widely used in contour feature
extraction and texture analysis, and plays an important role
in the recognition of computer vision and pattern.
However, the classical edge detection operators are mostly
based on the numerical derivative near the pixel of the
original image. Though such operators are very simple and
convenient, they are only applicable to limited types of
edge detection, and are very sensitive to noise, which
makes it easy to cause edge breakage. After decades of
research, many methods have been proposed, but due to
the complexity and diversity of the image content as well
as digital image imaging mechanism and other reasons, the
detection accuracy is not high, the adaptability for different
types of images is weak, and the image detection results in
some regions is not ideal [1].
As a new function optimization algorithm, genetic
algorithm has been widely applied due to its characteristics
of efficiency, stability and parallel computing. With its
features like strong robustness, positive feedback and
distributed processing, etc. genetic algorithm has been
successfully applied in combinatorial optimization. Its
robustness feature enables basic genetic algorithm to solve
other problems more easily after certain modification.
There is no doubt that the edge detection based on quantum
genetic algorithm will be applicable and effective.
This paper described the features of image edge
detection, analyzed the basic process of quantum genetic
algorithm, and applied it to image edge detection. It found
the real edge corresponding to the target actual boundary
line in the image through cost function minimization based
on quantum genetic algorithm. This approach has a wide
edge definition range, and can be used to detect many
different types of edges. Its cost function uses not only
image data but also edge continuity, edge thickness and

2 Overview of image edge detection
Image edge detection is one of the basic features of image,
which contains rich intrinsic information of image, like
direction, step nature and shape. It is widely used in image
segmentation, image classification, registration and
pattern recognition.
In late 1970s, Marr and Hildretch from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology proposed an edge detection theory
similar with human visual system and kicked off the study
of edge detection algorithm. Afterward, the detection and
extraction methods of image edge features have always
been the research focus of image processing and analysis
[2].
2.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Image edge is always caused by the change of the physical
properties of the scene in image, such as the brightness of
photography, geometric characteristics (direction and
depth etc.) and reflection coefficient of image, which
exists between object and background, between object and
object, and between region and region. There is direct
connection between image edge and the physical
properties of image content, so image edge detection
contains the most of information of image [3].
Edge is the set of pixels due to the sudden changes of
image grayscale in space or gradient direction. Image edge
can be divided into step edge and roof edge, the step edge
of which has significant change for grayscale values on
both sides; while the roof edge is located in the junction of
grayscale increase or reduction. Mathematically, the two
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kinds of edges can be described with the first and second
derivatives of grayscale change curve.
The following figure shows the changes of two edges
with continuous functions, in which fs(x) and its derivative
represent step edge and fr(x) and its derivative represent
roof edge [4].
It can be found that, for the step edge, the first
derivative of grayscale change curve has extreme value on
edge and the second derivative has zero crossing point on
edge; for the roof edge, the first derivative of grayscale
change curve has zero crossing point on edge and the
second derivative has extreme value on edge.

edge detection result and lower evaluation for the
insignificant random noise detection result due to failure
[5, 6].
In traditional edge definition, it uses step function and
ramp function to represent the boundary changes of the
two background regions as shown in the left picture of
Figure 4. The edge features in reality are shown in the right
picture of Figure 4, including (a) smooth gradual transition;
(b) edge with unintensity; (c) edge with intensity; (d) edge
in noise environment; (e)the combination of the above; (f)
if these factors are far away enough from ideal conditions,
it is hard to recognize edge data from noise.

FIGURE 4 Traditional edge definition and edge features
FIGURE 1 Image edge grayscale change curve

Real image often contains a lot of incomplete or fuzzy
data, especially image edge. Edge information is usually
hidden (incompleteness) or twisted (fuzziness) partially
due to various factors. Human visual system has a lot of
experience of recognizing different objects under different
conditions, meanwhile the organic combination of eyes
and brain has already been familiar with recognizing the
profiles of various objects under various conditions.
People are trying to find out a heuristic algorithm for
image understanding.

FIGURE 2 The first derivative change curve of image edge

3 Genetic algorithm
3.1 OVERVIEW AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
GENETIC ALGORITHM
Based on the law of biosphere (survival of the fittest),
genetic algorithm was proposed in 1975. Genetic
algorithm operates on structured object directly without
the limitation of derivation or continuity of function; so
genetic algorithm has intrinsic invisibility and parallelism
and its global search capability is comparatively good.
Genetic algorithm usually uses probability method for the
optimal solution, so the algorithm can obtain search space
automatically and give optimization guidance, correspond
to and adjust search direction automatically without
definite rule. The excellent properties of this genetic
algorithm have been widely used in many modern fields
[7].
Genetic algorithm has the characteristic of multi-path
search. The most primitive methods have: linear
programming, mixed data programming, nonlinear
programming and dynamic programming etc.. These
methods are simple and single search algorithms, with
which the required solution shall transfer to another
solution from some solution of search space. These
common methods usually can obtain local optimal solution
but not global optimal solution. Different from these

FIGURE 3 The second derivative change curve of image edge

2.2 ANALYSIS OF IMAGE EDGE CHARACTERISTIC
Human visual study shows that “image perception mainly
depends on the correlation between objective stimuli”.
Image perception is not the sum of all the parts of pattern
but the organic composition of each part. Human pattern
recognition has the following features:
1) The similar parts of pattern in space can form a
whole easily.
2) Significant image is comparatively steady.
3) In an ordered pattern, if new parts are added, these
new parts can be easily considered as the continuation of
original pattern.
These visual features of human pattern recognition are
reflected in the evaluation of image edge detection result
to show that there are higher evaluation for continuous
edge detection result and lower evaluation for broken edge
detection result; there is higher evaluation for significant
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common algorithms, genetic algorithm can obtain many
solutions in a fixed time range and also can evaluate these
results, which shows that the genetic algorithm is an
intelligent algorithm that can be used in a fixed time range
and find many peaks. Just because this characteristic of
genetic algorithm, it is much possible for genetic algorithm
to find global optimal solution.
Genetic algorithm has the characteristics of invisibility
and parallelism. Maybe genetic algorithm only makes
mathematical calculation with n individuals, but in fact,
about n3 patterns are processed invisibly. It means that
each generation only needs to execute the calculation with
a certain proportion to group size so as to reach the needed
requirement and perform mathematical calculation on
about n3 patterns. Genetic algorithm can meet modern
requirements more than basic algorithms because such
intrinsic hidden characteristics[8].
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value of population adaptation for large number of
population. Usually, we select n between 20-200.
3) Crossover Probability Pc, Crossover probability
plays the role of control in the whole calculation process,
which is used in the mathematical crossover calculation of
(Pc,n) individual of new population. The higher crossover
probability is, the more new individuals there are in a
population. However, it is more possible to lose good
genes. If the crossover probability is too low, the
calculation will terminate in advance. Generally Pc =0.61.0.
4) Mutation Probability Pm, Mutation operation is the
prerequisite of maintaining the diversity of population.
After calculation, each gene on the bit string of each
individual of copulation region changes randomly
according to the mutation rate Pm, so secondary mutation
(Pm, n, L) may occur. If Pm is too small, many excellent
genes will be lost. If Pm is extremely big, meaningless
random operation will be made. So, Pm= 0.005-0.01.

3.1.1 Basic genetic algorithm steps

3.2 QUANTUM GENETIC ALGORITHM
3.2.1 Overview
Quantum genetic algorithm combines quantum computing
and genetic algorithm. Quantum computing uses quantum
state as basic message unit and can solve the NP problems
in classical computing with the properties of the
superposition, entanglement, interference and other
properties of quantum state. Quantum genetic algorithm is
a kind of genetic algorithm based on quantum computing
theory. It introduces the state vector of quantum into
genetic encoding, realizes chromosomes evolution with
quantum logic gate and obtains better effect than common
genetic algorithm. Based on the state vector of quantum,
quantum genetic algorithm applies the probability
amplitude expression of quantum bit to the encoding of
chromosomes to make a single chromosome express the
overlay of many states and realize update of chromosomes
with quantum logic gate so as to achieve the target of
optimal solution [9].
FIGURE 5 Genetic algorithm steps

3.2.2 Quantum bit encoding.
3.1.2 Basic genetic algorithm operation
In genetic algorithm, chromosomes are expressed with
certain values (like binary number and floating point
number). However, in quantum genetic algorithm (QGA),
chromosomes are expressed by quantum bit (qubit) or
random probability. The two basic states of quantum bits
are different from classical bits as their quantum bit can be
located in the random linear superposition of “0” and “1”
besides the two states. That is to say, state “0” and state
“1” exist at a certain probability at the same time. If state
“0” or binary coding similar with genetic algorithm exists
after measurement, quantum bit encoding can be made for
multi-state genes. If a quantum bit represents two-state
gene, two quantum bits represent four-state gene, k

The selection of parameters of the algorithm.
1) Bit String Length L, Bit string length L will decide
the accuracy of result. The higher the accuracy of result is,
the longer the bit string is. Therefore, our calculation time
will be longer and more data will be used. In order to
shorten calculation time, we can select more excellent L
value and also can recode in small range of available area,
which is a feasible policy showing its excellent property.
2) Population Number N, when population number is
big, we need to set population capacity and strengthen
population quality with GA search method. In order to
avoid the premature of population, we add the evaluation
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quantum bits represent 2k-state gene. The probability
amplitude of k quantum bits can be expressed by:

 
qtj   1 2
 1  2

k 
.
k 

(1)

So, the probability amplitude of the chromosomes with
m genes can be expressed by:
11 12
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where, q tj represents the chromosomes of the j-th
individual of the tth generation, m is the number of genes
of chromosomes, k is the number of quantum bits of gene
encoding.
Quantum genetic algorithm uses quantum bits to store
and express a gene and the gene will express all possible
information besides a certain information. Any operation
on the gene will work on all possible sates, which makes
the quantum genetic algorithm have better variety feature
than traditional genetic algorithm; for the same
optimization problem, the population size of quantum
genetic algorithm is much smaller than traditional genetic
algorithm. Besides, quantum genetic algorithm can be
used to obtain better convergence. With 

2

or 

4 Application of quantum genetic algorithm in edge
detection
4.1 IMAGE PREPROCESSING
Given an original gray-scale image G={g(i,j);
1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N}, the first step of edge detection with
optimized algorithm is to preprocess the image, which
includes image dissimilarity enhancement and initial cost
function evaluation.
4.2 DISSIMILARITY ENHANCEMENT

2

The basic characteristic of the edge pixel is separating
different region. In dissimilarity enhancement, such
characteristic of the pixel is enhanced, that is, to give
pixels with such characteristic a large value. In the image
D={d(i,j);1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N} obtained through enhancement
dissimilarity, values of each pixel is proportional to the
region dissimilarity of the pixel position. The value range
of pixel is limit to 0≤d(i,j) ≤1. Image dot with a value close
to 1 can be considered as a good candidate edge dot.
Obtain the enhanced image D through the following steps:
1) initialize all the pixel dots d(i, j) as zero.
2) execute the following steps on each pixel location:
a) take the pixel dot (i, j) as the center, conduct fitting
to the centralized 12 edge structures, calculated the mean
grayscale difference value f(R1,R2) between region R1 and
R2 in each fitting edge structure, find the edge structure
with the maximum f(R1,R2), take it as the best-fit edge
structure, in which the three edge pixels are denoted as
(i,j)(i1,j1,) and (i2,j2).
b) alter the position of the best-fit edge structure, and
conduct non-maximum suppression. Decide the
displacement direction according to the actual edge
structure. For horizontal, vertical and diagonal edge
structure, move an edge position in all directions
perpendicular to the edge, for the other edge structure,
move an edge position in the four directions of up, down,
left and right. For each displaced edge structure, decide the
new R1 and R2, and calculate the corresponding f(R1,R2).
If the f(R1,R2) obtained after the displacement is not
bigger than the initial one, then increase the values
ofδf(R1,R2)/3,d(i,j),d(i,j) and d(i1,j2) by δ; if not, then the
values of d(i,j), d(i1,j1) and d(i2,j2) remain the same.

approaches 0 or l, the chromosomes of quantum genetic
encoding will converge to a single state [10].
3.2.3 The process of quantum genetic algorithm
Based on the representation method of quantum bit and the
quantum superposition, the process of quantum genetic
algorithm is the following [11,12]:
Step 1: Initialize population.
The
population
with
n
individuals
t
t
t
P  t    p1 , p2 , , pn  shall be initialized, in which

Pjt  j  1, 2, , n  represents the j-th individual of the t-th
generation in the population, as shown in Equation (2).
All the genes ( ij ,  ij ) of all the chromosomes of the





population are initialized to 1/ 2,1/ 2 , which means
that all possible states expressed by a single chromosome
superimposes at equal probability.
Step 2: Binary strings coding.
The individuals of initialized population shall be
measured
to
obtain
a
set
of
solutions
R  t    1t ,  2t ,  nt  , where  tj  j  1, 2, , n  is the
measurement value of the j-th individual of the tth
generation in the form of binary string with length m and
each bit is 0 or 1 obtained by the probability  ij

 ij

2

2
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squared probability amplitude, the measurement value is 1
otherwise it is 0.
Step 3: Evaluate each individual of R(t).
Each individual of R(t) shall be evaluated with fitness
evaluation function and the optimal individual of this
generation shall be maintained. If a satisfactory solution is
obtained, the calculation can end, otherwise, step IV shall
be done.
Step 4: P(t) shall be updated with proper quantum gate
U(t).
Step 5: Genetic algebra t=t+1 shall be performed and
Step 2 shall be taken.

and

of quantum bit. The measurement process is: to get

a random number between 0 and 1, if it is larger than the
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1, is edge pixel
Ce   i, j   
.
0, is not edge pixel

3) shorten the d(i,j) on each position to the maximum 1
to make sure the dissimilarity value range in image D is
within [0,1].

Each coat factor can be regarded as met the various
requirements that often conflict each other of the final edge
image. Therefore, the final edge image can be regarded as
the optimized image that meets all the restraints caused by
the cost factor, that is, regarded it as a restraint
optimization. The cost function on each pixel position is:

4.3 COST FUNCTION EVALUATION
The cost function in each pixel position (i,j) is the weighted
sum of the following five cost factors:
1) Cd: cost factor based on local region dissimilarity.
This factor is to locate the edge pixel in the position with
larger region dissimilarity, in the meanwhile, penalize the
pixel position with smaller grayscale variance.
If pixel(i,j) is edge pixel, then Cd(i,j)=0, if not,
Cd(i,j)=d(i,j).


 i, j  is edge pixel
0,
Cd  i, j   
.

 D  i, j  ,  i, j  is not edge pixel

F  i, j    wk Ck , k  d , t , c, f , e ,

where, wk is the weights of the corresponding cost factor,
and is usually taken as: wd=2, we=1, wf={2,3,4},
wc={0.25,0.50,0.75}, w1=2wf-wc+wd+0.01.
Then, the cost function of a whole image of M×N is:

(3)

M

N

F   F  i, j  .

(9)

i 1 j 1

4.4 COST FUNCTION MINIMIZATION BASED ON
QUANTUM GENETIC ALGORITHM

(4)

4.4.1 Two-dimensional chromosome encoding and fitness
function

3) Cc: cost factor based on edge curvature. This factor
is used to smooth or eliminate twisted edge. Its value is
obtained through inspecting the local edge structure of the
non-endpoint edge pixel (at least has two neighborhood
territory edge pixels) on (i,j). If the pixel on (i,j) only has
one pair of neighborhood territory edge pixel, which
makes the flip angle of the edge structure surpass 45°, then
Cc(i,j)=1; if the flip angle is 45°, then Cc(i,j)=0.5; if the flip
angle is 0°, then Cc(i,j)=0;

0.0, edge curvature  0

Cc 0.5, edge curvature  45 .
1.0, edge curvature  90


(8)

k

2) C: cost factor based on edge thickness. This factor is
used to penalize pixel positions generating thick edges, in
the meanwhile, reward the pixel position generating thin
edges. If the pixel in(i,j) is thick edge, then Ct(i,j)=1, if not,
Ct(i,j)=0.
0, thin edge
Ct  i, j   
.
1, others

(7)

Each individual in the population is correspond to a edge
image, which is shown by the two-dimensional Boolean
Matrix. Its fitness function can be calculated by the
following equation:

f i    F  w  f i  ,
n

(10)

where F[w] refers to the cost function of the worst
individual, F[i] refers to the cost of the No. i individual, n
determines the difference among the fitness. The larger the
n, the larger the difference.

(5)

4) Cf: cost factor based on edge fragment. This factor
is used to connector eliminate the fragment edge. If the
edge pixel on(i,j) has no neighborhood territory edge pixel,
then Cf(i,j)=1; if has only one neighborhood territory edge
pixel, then Cf(i,j)=0.1;for other situations, Cf(i,j)=0

4.4.2 Population initialization
This most crucial thing of population initialization is the
ascertain of the population size. Population initialization
refers to generating the population randomly, and each
gene locus of each individuals is generated randomly.
However, when seeking optimal solutions for some highdimensional and multi-modal functions, since the function
itself has multiple poles, and the position of the global
optimum is unknown, it requires to make the initial
population evenly cover the entire feasible region when
initializing the population. For binary bit strings with
image size of 256×256, and population individual of
256×256, 0 means the pixel dot is not an edge dot, and 1
means the pixel dot is an edge dot, and take the population
size as 300.

0, more than one neighborhood territory edgepixels

(6)
C f  0.5, only one neighborhood territory edgepixels
1, no neighborhood territory edge pixels


5) Ce: cost factor based on edge pixel amount. The
former cost factor Cd rewards the edge pixel detection with
a f(R1,R2) value not equal to zero, which can lead to too
much edge pixel amount being detected. Ce factor can
restrain such tendency. If the pixel on (i,j) is edge pixel,
then Ce(i,j.)=1,if not, Ce(i,j)=0.
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4.4.3 Selection, crossover and mutation operators
Selection operator refers to the process of selecting
individuals with stronger fitness to form a new population.
The genetic algorithm uses selection to eliminate the weak
ones according to the evaluation mechanism of fitness
function. It gives individuals with stronger fitness higher
probability to be inherited by the next generation, while
individuals with weak fitness have lower probability,
which continuously improves the fitness of the individual
and enable it to approach the optimal solution
continuously.
Crossover
operator
simulates
the
mating
recombination of living things to crossover the individuals
in a population. It continuously generates new individuals
to maintains the diversity of the population, which
enlargers the searching range of the solution and enhances
the optimization ability of the algorithm. Since the
representation of the individual is two-dimensional, the
crossover operator adopts the two-dot crossover, which
randomly selects two dots respectively in the X direction
and Y direction for crossover algorithm. The design of the
crossover operator mainly includes issues like the
ascertain of the position of the crossover dot, how to
operate the gene of the crossover dot, etc. The value of the
crossover probability usually ranges from 0.4 to 0.99.
Mutation operator mutates each gene locus
independently by a certain possibility. It generates new
individuals through conducting special changes to one or
several gene loci of the individual by relatively small
probability. The mutation probability directly determines
the usage frequency of the mutation operation in the
algorithm. If the mutation probability is too high, the
performance of the algorithm is close to that of the random
searching algorithm; if it is too low, the algorithm cannot
predict the prematurity. The value of the mutation
probability usually ranges from 0.0001 to 0.1.

a)

b)

5 Results and performance analysis
c)

All the detection results in this paper are obtained under
the Matlab2012 environment. The original image is the
level 256 grayscale image with a size of 256x256. (b), (c)
and (d) in Figure 6 are the edge detection results of image
(a) obtained respectively through QGA, Sobel operator
and Canny operator. Sobel operator did not detect parts
with smaller grayscale change. The image detected
through Canny operator has too many details and too
strong edge continuity, and certain details are distorted. It
can be seen that the algorithm proposed by this paper can
effectively detect parts with smaller grayscale change, and
the detection results are more accurate and the algorithm is
more efficient. However, it can be seen that “dot
accumulation” appears on some parts of the edge, which is
cause by the local optimum solution occurring in QGA
searching.

d)
FIGURE 6 a) Original image; b)Result of detection using QGA; c)
Result of detection using Sobel operator; d) Result of detection using
Canny operator
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detection results with that of the traditional edge detection
operator, which proved the efficiency of this approach.

6 Conclusion
This paper described the current application of genetic
algorithm in image processing, introduced in detail the
application process of quantum genetic algorithm in image
edge detection, and carried out a detailed discussion on the
impact of each parameters in quantum genetic algorithm to
the detection results. It also conducted a computer
simulation experiment for the algorithm, and compared its
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